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At Laude San Pedro International College we strive to be the
international school of choice for the national and international
community in Marbella, pursuing academic excellence whilst
reflecting the identity of our students in all of our work and school
celebrations. Our school has been featured at Forbes’ Top Schools in
Spain List in 2022 and 2023.

 SCHOOL OF CHOICE

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY

We are very fortunate to work within a community of over 50
nationalities and our pupils are multilingual, global citizens who see
no barriers to their learning journeys. Our Laude values (Loyalty,
Aspiration, Unity, Determination and Empathy) are integrated into all
of our work and school celebrations. They reflect the identity of our
students: to be truly generous with others, whilst having the courage
to develop academic curiosity and confidently pursuing their own
strengths and interests.

DOUBLE CURRICULUM

Our educational provision offers the full English Curriculum (GCSEs
and A Levels) and Spanish equivalent (ESO and Bachillerato for some
students) in a happy and inclusive environment unique in the area.
Our modern learning technology and upgraded performing arts and
sports facilities are some of the factors that set us apart from the
other Schools.

LIVING IN MARBELLA

Wonderful weather of Costa del Sol near the
beach. More than 300 sunny days per year!
Lots of international shops, bars and
supermarkets to make you feel at home.
International environment
Many businesses in the area cater for expats:
clinics, advisors, lawyers, real estate agents…

WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM LAUDE SAN PEDRO?

A 34-period week (27 classes plus non-contact time).

100% tuition fees for your children.
Possibility of relocation support, depending on the candidate and
budgetary availability.
Professional Development opportunities.
Frequent opportunities for promotion at International Schools Partnership.
Great work environment with colleagues from many nationalities.
Private health insurance for your family at a competitive price.
Lunch is provided free of charge for staff at the school canteen.
You can participate in and design your own Extra Curricular Activities for
extra income.
Wrap around care: Staff children can attend breakfast club or after school
club free of charge.

Applying for your Spanish Identification Number (NIE) and documentation.
Opening Spanish Bank accounts.
Registering with a local doctor.
Applying for VISA and legal advice.
Connection with estate agencies.

A base salary ranging between € 28.700 and € 30.000 in twelve installments,
plus additional benefits for teachers and staff:

Support in:

Why move to Marbella?
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https://forbes.es/listas/143014/los-100-mejores-colegios-de-espana-2022/
https://forbes.es/listas/237384/lista-forbes-los-mejores-colegios-2023/
https://www.internationalschoolspartnership.com/


 
 

Hi, I am Tom, Head of Cambridge English Department for Primary and Secondary
and I have been working at Laude San Pedro since September 2020. I made the
move to the Costa del Sol directly from the UK with no experience of Spain,
Spanish or international schools. Having worked in UK schools for 10 years I
decided I needed a change and sought a new life abroad. Moving during COVID
restrictions wasn't as difficult as I thought and it has actually forced the Spanish
authorities to streamline a lot of their processes. Laude were fantastic at sorting out
all of my documentation, residency, health insurance, social security and even my
bank account; at school there is always someone who knows how to
help/fix/arrange whatever you need. Before moving, I had two main concerns:
having a car and earning less money. With the advice from someone at school, I
rented a car from the airport for 3 months quite cheaply and once I knew the area
and culture a little more, it was much easier to find a car to buy; people at work
have helped me the buying process, finding mechanics and negotiating with car
dealerships. My next issue was salary. It is well known that salaries in Spain are
lower than those in the UK however when it is compared against the cost of living
here in Spain, it works out very similar - from the cost of renting, fuel and weekly
shopping, it is proportional to your salary just with more sunshine.

Before moving I was in close contact with the school about where to live and they
were sending me lots of apartments in San Pedro town however in the end I
decided to live in Fuengirola. Being in my early 30s, single with no family, my
reasons for choosing Fuengirola were simple: close to Malaga city, on the train line,
beautiful beaches and it is a large
town with shops, cafes, a shopping centre, cinemas etc. There are different areas of
Fuengirola however what I love is that there are no 'bad' areas. From Los Boliches
to Las Lagunas, each area has their own shopping streets, independent cafes and
restaurants and local amenities but they all merge into Fuengirola town centre.

Fuengirola is situated in the middle between Malaga and Marbella and it is very
popular with expats whilst still having a Spanish feel and atmosphere. It is
approximately about 35-40min drive to school depending on which side you live.
To get to school I use the A7 which is known as the coast road and it is free to drive
on; it can be very busy in the mornings however in rush-hour it is usually only
40mins maximum. The other option is the AP7 which is the toll road and can be
accessed at certain points, at Fuengirola and Calahonda - it is a dream to drive on
with few cars but the cost of the toll changes throughout the year. You'll hear a lot
of Spanish say that Fuengirola is too far to school, however for British people, the
commute is very normal and I would recommend it for the lifestyle. Fuengiola lies
at the end of the commuter train from Malaga city - it is approx €4 to get to the
centre of Malaga and takes about 45mins - the views of the coast are stunning for
the entire journey. Trains run from 6am until 12am and are very reliable - there are
two stations in Fuengirola, Fuengirola town centre and Los Boliches. Around
Fuengirola there are also a number of other options, for example, Calahonda, La
Cala de Mijas, Riviera, Torremolinos and even Malaga - each have a different feel
depending on the lifestyle you want to live. Calahonda, La Cala, Riviera are smaller
mini-towns based around large urbanisations on the way to school whilst
Torremolinos and Malaga are slightly further away but they are bigger in size.

Overall, I can only say that the move to Spain has only improved my lifestyle. I have
made so many friends in such a short space of time and with weekend flights back
to the UK, I can still see my family and friends back home whilst enjoying the
sunshine and spending my evenings and weekends on the beach.
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OUR HEAD OF WORLD LANGUAGES TOM
JOINED US LAST YEAR AND THIS IS
WHAT HE SAYS ABOUT THIS EXPERIENCE


